
PROBLEM POSED 

1.1. Prama (valid Knowle9g~) 

~~ 

In Indian Philosophy the word 'Jnana• or knowledge 

indicates both valid knowledge and invalid knowledge. So 

in order to name valid knowledge the term 'Prama', is used 

whereas in the case of invalid knowledge the term 'aprama' 

is used. Here, we find a difference between Western 

Philosophers and Indian Philosophers, because, according to 

Western Philosophers, knowledge means valid knowledge~ 

Invalid knowledge, according to the Western Philosophers, 

is not knowledge at all. According to Indian thinkers, 

e.g., Nyaya philosophers, valid cognition is such that it 

depicts its object with features, in the same configuration 

in which they are in the object
1

• In the case of invalid 

cognition or error this correspondence is lacking, at least 

in part2 • 
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means not similarity or resemblance but absence of contra

diction (Visaya avyabhicari) with regard to the object • 
• 

For the object of knowledge may be a physical abject while 

knowledge of object is not physical. Therefore, how can 

that which is non-physical resemble or be similar to that 

which is physical ? To avoid this 'Yathartha • is to be 

taken not in the sense of similarity but in the sense of 

absence of contradiction with regard to the object of 

knowledge. 

We may say that Prama is judgmental knowledge in which 

the abject of knowledge is as it is without any distortion. 

Whenever we perceive 'silver as silver•, then the knowledge 

of silver is valid knowledge. But when we perceive 8steel 

as silver• then the knowledge is invalid. In both cases 

the glittering white appearance of the object is perceived. 

But in the former case it is perceived as belonging to an 

object which really has the said appearance while in the 

latter case it is so perceived although the object is not 

really so, we may say in other words that in the former case 

we have knowledge, of 'Rajatatva Visi~ta Rajata subhraru

pabhasa •, whereas in the later case we have knowledge of 

'rajatatva-avisi~ta-rajata-subhrarupabhasa•, with regard to 

the truth or validity~ Two questions here arise, one 

relating to its nature and other concerning its test. The 

following four theories of truth are wellknown ; 



(a) correspondence theory (b) Coherence theory, (c) Prag

matic theory and (d) Self-evidence theory. In Western 

Philosophy the proponents of correspondence theory and the 

proponents of coherence theory hold.that both the nature 

and test of truth are correspondence and coherence respec

tively. The proponents of pragmatic theory of truth in 
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Western Philosophy do not admit the legitimacy of the 

question of the nature of truth as a separate question over 

and above the question of the test of truth. The Nyaya 

Philosophers with regard to prama or valid knowledge, admit 

correspondence as the nature of truth and pragmatic 

efficiency as the test of truth. 

In Western Philosophy the traditional philosophers 

subscribed to three different theories of truth viz. (a) 

correspondence theory (b) coherence theory (c) pragmatic 

theory. At times a section of them subscribe to self 

-evidence.as a theory of truth. So far as coherence theory 

of truth is concerned, its proponents admit coherence both 

as nature and test of truth. As regards this correspondence 
) 

some held it to be the nature of truth, but with regard to 

its role as the test of truth they are silent. The propo

nents of the pragmatic theory hold that the nature of truth 

is not different from the test of truth. And lastly the 

proponents of self-evidence theory of truth take self 

-evidence to be the test of truth. Like the proponents of 

the correspondence theory of the nature of truth, Nyaya 
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theory in this regard appears to be in a logically sounder 

position. 

Nature of truth is correspondence or 'Tadvatitatpraka

ram while its test, according to the Nyaya, is pragmatic 

efficiency or 'Arthakriyakaritva•. There is no compelling 

reason to hold that the nature of truth must coincide with 

the test of truth. Moreover, to take the nature of truth 

as identical with the test of truth is to commit circularity 

in thinking. For this means in the final analysis that 
Lis 

truthLcertifying itself. BUt question of taking them to 

be identical arises only when that which is claimed to be 

the nature is beyond doubt and that which appears to be 

doubtful cannot be and also should not be taken to be the 

criterion for the resolution of doubt. 

-According to Nyaya school of Indian Philosophy, the 

word 'Jnana • and the word'Prama• are not co-extensive. The 

""'-range of reference of the word 'Jnana' is wider than that 

of the word 'Prama'. """-So the word 'Jnana• as it is used by 

the Naiyayikas is taken to mean or refer to both the 

objects which are referred to by the word 'Prama• as well 

as the objects which are referred to by the word •aprama•. 

The class of objects referred to by the word 'Prama• is 
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included in but does not include all the objects referred to 

by the word ---'Jnana •. Here, the word 'object' does not 

always mean material object. It is rather used in the 

sense of meaning. Whatever is meant by an expression is 

said to be its object. This Object may be physical (chair, 

table, etc.) or mental (pleasure, pain etc.). 

Thus, the objects referred to by the word 'Jnana' 

constitutes a wider class under which the Objects referred 

to by the word 'Prama• are subsumed. Hence, whatever is a 

'Prama' is also a 'Jnana' but the converse does not hold. 

Naturally the question arises, how are we to distinguish 

the class of objects referred to by the word prama from the 

class of other objects referred to by the word 'aprama' 

although both the classes are subsu~ed under the greater 

class of objects referred to by the word 'Jnana'? 

Prama, according to Nyaya, is presentational knowledge, 

Yatharthanubhava. It involves four factors subject 

(pramata), object (Prameya), instrument {Pramana) and the . 
resulting knowledge (Prama). Valid cognition requires 

these four factors, absence of any one of these factors 

prevents occurrence of valid cognition. 

'Prama',.according to Nyaya, is a quality (Gu~a) in 

the self (Atma) which is dependent for its generation on 

mind-self contact (Atmamana-Samyoga) and is diaphanous as , 

revealing the object as it is along with its characteristics. 
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Aprama is also a quality of the soul depending on self-mind 

object contact but it is not diaphanous, i.e. it does not 

reveal the object as it is. It is a false representation. 

A member of class of objects referred to by word 'Jnana' is 

included as a member of the class referred to by the word 

'Prarna' if and only if it satisfies the criteria of Prama 

mentioned above. If it fails to satisfy that criteria, it 

is to be included in the class of objects referred to by the 

There is no inherent necessity in anyone of the objects 

of cognition to satisfy one or the other or both criteria. 

Therefore, satisfying the criteria is entirely a matter of 

contingent relation for this object. Thus, being a 'Prama' 

or being 'aprama' is not an inherent or built-in character-

istic of an object of cognition. In other words, these 

characteristics are extrinsic and contingent for objects 

of awareness. 

As these characteristics of being 'Prama• or 'aprama' 

are extrinsic to any object of cognition, naturally the 

question arises : how can we ascertain whether any member 

of the class referred to by the word 'J~ana' is character

ised by the character constituting 'Prama' ? 

To answer this.question, Nyaya devises a test viz, the 

test of 'arthakriyakaritva' or being fruitful in practice. 

If the members of the above mentioned class possess artha-

being a prama can be predicated of theme 



If they are unfruitful, we should refrain from such act of 

predication with regard to the objects in question. 

1.3. Nature of valid Know~e (Jai~~) 

According to ~aina, knowledge itself is a Prama~a, 

which apprehends both itself and its objects3 • The Jainas 

hold that a cognition is self-luminous and it apprehends 

itself directly as well as its objects. The Jainas have 

divided knowledge (Jnana) into two kinds viz. Pramana or 

true knowledge and Naya. In this connection, we are to 

mention the meaning of 'Naya•. Jainas held the view that 
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ordinary human beings cannot have absolute knowledge. They 

have to satisfy themselves only with the knowledge that is 

conditional and relative. For this reason, the Jainas 

adopt the principle of naya, according to which the mind 

is thought to approach reality differently from different 

points of view. It is partial judgement. It is problematic 

judgement and as such it is different from necessary judge

ment and assertory judgement. It is hypothetically enter-

tained. 

According to this view, validity of knowledge depends 

on pragmatic utility and there must be correspondence 

between the knowledge and the object, and knowledge must be 

free from contradiction. The Jaina thinker, e.g. Minikya 

Nandi, has also included novelty as a feature for 



determination of the validity of knowledge. However, we 

find that for determining validity of knowledge the Jaina 

thinkers have admitted correspondence, pragmatic and 

coherence theory of truth. 

The Jainas have admitted two-fold divisions of 

knowle.dge viz. immediate (aparok~a) and mediate (parok~a) 4 • 
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() 

As they maintain •syadvada • it is obvious that by 'immediate • 

they mean •relatively immediate•. 

To make acquaintance with the meaning of word 'Syadvada' 

let me write a few lines about it. According to the Jainas, 

there is no judgement which can claim truth unconditionally. 

This is known as the •syadvada • which means the doctrine of 

•may be •. They hold that every judgement is strictly 

conditional as absolute affirmation and absolute negation 

are inadmissible. Again, they hold the view that immediate 

knowledge is of two kinds, namely, ordinary immediate 

(vyavaharika aparok§a) and absolutely immediate (Paramar-

thika aparok~a). Ordinary immediate knowledge requires 

medium, such as the sense-organs, but absolutely immediate 

knowledge does not require any medium. 

According to the Jainas, true knowledge is of five 
, 

kinds viz. Mati (sensnous), Sruti (scriptural), Avadhi 

(visual intuition), Manohparyyaya (intuition of mental 

modes) and Kevala (pure and perfect knowledge) 5 • It is to 
...,_ 

be noted that Kevalajnana is the highest knowledge, it 



cannot be described but only be felt. We should keep in 

mind that the Jainas have admitted three types of Pramanas 
, 

viz. Pratyak~a, Anumana, and Sabda. For our required 

purpose we will take the definition of perception as given 

by the Jainas in the chapter on different definitions of 
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perception. But before closing the discussion on the nature 

of knowledge as enunciated by the Jainas we like to point 

out a few things. Absolute knowledge is regarded as medium

less both by Jainas and Vedantins. Naturally the question 

arises; do they subscribe to the same account of nonmediate --or immediate knowledge when they speak of 'Kevalajnana' 

(Jaina) or ''l.Uriyajnana' (Vedanta) ? Absolute knowledge 

{Kevalajnana) is immediate in the sense of being devoid of 

mediation even of senseorgans and the mind. Knowledge 

without mediation is of two types; (a) Knowledge (caitanya) 

-which is non-different from self or Atman (Vedanta) 
.. 

(b) Knowledge as belonging to the soul or Atman, and as such 

different from it (Jaina). 

Although both the Vedantins and the Jainas speak of 

non-mediate knowledge, yet they do not take the term 

'Aparok~a' or non-mediate' in the same sense in their 

respective epist~ological theories. In this regard the 

Jaina account has, while the Vedanta account has not a 

built-in metaphysical distinction of substance-attributes 

in their respective theories. 



1.4. ~~of Valid Knowled~e (Advaita View) 

Advaita Vedanta holds that valid knowledge (prama) is 

that the object of which is not apprehended before and 

which is not contradicted by any other knowledge. Valid 
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knowledge not only remains uncontradicted but also possesses 

novelty6 • This is the reason why memory is not· accepted as 

knowledge proper. Smrti and anumiti are not of the same 
• 

type of cognition. According to Advaita thinkers, knowledge, 

to be knowledge, must have two characteristics viz., (a) non 

-contradiction and {b) informativeness. The criteria~of 

valid cognition of Advaita thinkers has similarity with the 

Kantian view of knowledge. For Kant, knowledge to be 

knowledge, must be informative. i.e. it is expressed in 

synthetic judgements. For Advaitins cognition in so far 

as it is non-different (abhinna) from caitanya or conscious-

ness which is of the nature of Brahman and as such is 

saccidananda svarUpa i.e. is of the nature of existence, 

consciousness and bliss, is real and as such is valid. But 

what is about invalidity 1 

Invalidity is a product of maya or ajnana which is 

positive in nature. It is generated by the avaraqa 

(concealment) and Vik~epa (Projection) sakti of ajnana. 

Therefore, cognition, like sun, is selnauminous and self 

-valid. As sun is sometimes covered by cloud, and is not 

revealed likewise self-luminous consciousness which is of 
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the nature of knowledge or cognition is covered or concealed 

by maya. Therefore, this concealment which constitutes 

invalidity is extraneous or Parata~. 

In this connection, Nyaya view of Pramanyavada deserves 

a mention. According to Nyaya, cognition in itself is 

neither valid nor invalid. It is rendered valid or invalid 

by extraneous factors. While cognition takes on the form of 

the objects as it is, it is valid. When it fails to do so, 

it is invalid. It may perhaps be not out of place here to 

mention that there is difference of opinions among the 

Advaitins with regard to the question whether cognition is 

a mental state or not. According to the followers of 

Bhamati School, mind is the sixth sense-organ. But accord-

ing to the followers of Vivarana Prasthana, pleasure, pain . 
etc. are not the objects of mind as sixth sense-organ. 

They are the direct object of witnessing consciousness which 

is of the nature of knowledge. Therefore, mind is not a 

sense-organ as there is no object for mind to fasten on 

like a sense-organ. Moreover, if mind be a sense-organ, it 

could not be an axuliary to any sense-organ which it actually 

is. 



1.5. Nature of valid Knowledge (Ramanuja Vi~) 

According to Visi~tadvaita, the knowledge which is 

supported or coroborated by practice, is called Prama
7

• 

Ramanuja holds that knowledge implies a subject and an 

object. Knowledge is what eternally belongs to the self. 

It is like a lamp which can reveal the presence of an 

object as well as its own existence to its substrates. 

Knowledge functions not for itself but for another. 

Cognition includes both srnrti (memory) and anubhava ., 
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(apprehension). Doubt or samsaya is not prama. Ramanujsts 

have emphasised practice or vyavahara in dealing with the 

definition of Prama. According to Ramanuja, there is no 
.,_ 

false knowledge or bhramajnana. All knowledge is true as 

knowledge reveals some objects. 

Every knowledge is intrinscically valid. Ramanuja is 

a satkaryavadin. He says that for knowledge to be true, it 

should in addition to agreeing with outside reality, be of 

pragmatic value in life. For Ramanuja every knowledge is 

intrinsically valid. Therefore, to be knowledge is to be 

valid. Naturally the question arises, how can we speak of 

invalidity with regard to knowledge then 1 In this connec

tion, Ramanuja refers us to the Upanisadic theory of 
• 

Pancikara~a or quintuplication and of the theory of Sarva~ 

Sarvatmaka~. According to Panickara~a theory, all things 

are composed of all the five elements of earth, water, fire, 
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air and ether in varying degrees. Illusory perception of 

an object, i.e. mirage is due to the apprehension of the 

element of water which is presented to the eye, but which 

is only a subordinate element in the sandy water whose 

preponderating element is earth. 

Thus, Ramanuja says that illusion is due to the 

apprehension of the subordinate and neglect of the prepon

derating element. In other cases, e.g. nacre-silver 

illusion, it is said that it (illusion) is due to the 

presence of a substance common to the necre and silver. 

Illusion, for Ramanuja, is not a case of perception of 

unreal as all perceptions are perception of real but it is 

only a case of confusing of one object with another due to 

partial identity based on perception of a common substance 

when one cognition is being sublated by another, and the 

disillusionment is explained on the basis of preponderant 

element lying in its constitution. Thus, cognition is never 

really to be distinguished into valid and invalid, for all 

cognition has for its object a real presentative element. 

According to Ramanuja, all perception is true, but its truth 

varies only in different degrees. There is no illusion in 

the strict sense, according to Ramanuja. The factor which 

renders knowledge invalid is extraneous to knowledge and_it 

prevents the knower for knowing the validity of knowledge. 

For example, when because of Jaundice I see the white wall 



before me as yellow, the knowledge of white wall is not 

rendered intrinsically invalid. Rather, I, the knower, 
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am prevented from knowing the validity of this knowledge 

because of the diseased condition of my sense-organ which 

as an extraneous condition prevents the self-luminosity of 

knowledge from being revealed to me, the knower. 

In the light of the assumption made by the Ramanujists 

to the effect that every knowledge is intrinsically valid, 

the explanation of the distinction between valid and invalid 

knowledge as enunciated by the Ramanujists does not appear 

to be satisfactory. A knowledge, to be valid, must reveal 

its object as it is and not as it is not. 

Therefore, a composite object in which some elements 

preponderate and other elements do not do so, should be so 

revealed to the knower by the knowledge of the object. If 

the preponderance is not revealed by the knowledge, the 

knowledge in question is not and cannot be valid. And this 

invalidity cannot be imputed to any factor extraneous to 

knowledge. Hence, the Ramanujists must have to accept the 

fact that there are at least some knowledges which are not 

intrinsically valid and this admission runs counter to their 

prior admission that every knowledge is intrinsically valid. 
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According to sankhya, as enunciated in sankhyatattva

loka the Pramanas are Vijnana or caitasikajnana i.e. dnana 

or knowledge state which is modification of ci~~a or mental 

state in the sen-se·-.~of modification of unconscious sixth 

sense or manas wh.fc-h when, being lit up as it were by the 

light of consciousness, appears to be non-different from 

Puru~a or consciousness as such and so appears to be 

conscious. Knowledge, according to the author of Samkhya

tattaloka, is anadhigatattvavodha i.e. Vodha or apprehension 

of tattva or object which was not apprehended or adhigata 

previously. It appears from the above that 5ankhya is 

insisting on 'anadhigatatva'previous non-apprehension and 

conformity of knowledge with the object as it is or 

yathaohutatva or samvadi. As regards other points sankhya 

like Toarkikas admit pramana as the Karana or instrument of . 
valid knowledge. According to sankhya, knowledge means a 

simultaneous reflection of the object as well as conscious-

ness (puru~a) into buddhi which is a product of the matter. 

Of course, consciousness also has its share by way of 

reflection. But the material cause of a reflection is not 

the reflectee but the reflector. Thus, knowledge according 

to Sankhya, is a mode of matter. 

But pankhya is silent as regards the question, what 

this validity of prama is consisting of ? According to the 

106:1CO 

,\ ' ,_., 
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Sankhya view, both validity and invalidity of cognition are 

intrinsic characteristics of cognition. A cognition is 

either intrinsically valid or intrinsically invalid. A 

mode of cognition or cittavritti which is bereft of all 

doubt and is not contrary to the form of its object or 

vi~aya and also is not adhigata or previously owned is prama 

or valid cognition. In other words, we can say that the 

puru~a as knower is endowed with vodha or state of cogni

tion which is bereft of doubt, contradiction and is of an 

object not apprehended before and this state of cognition 

is knowledge8 • Validity of knowledge is intrinsic. It is 

not due to any extraneous factor. Likewise invalid 

cognition is Visamvadi or non-conforming to the object and 

it is also intrinsic and is not due to any extraneous 

factor. 

It is not out of place to mention here the contention 

of Advaita Vedantins. The Advaitins hold that while the 

validity of cognition is self-evident, the invalidity of 

cognition is due to extraneous circumstances. And at least 

the Advaitins • view regarding invalidity runs counter to 

the Sankhya view. By the self-evidence of the cognition, 

Advatins mean that in the absence of any detrimental condi

tion of cognition the self apprehends the comprehending 

mental mode which is the Substratum of its validity as 

well. However, the invalidity of the cognition is not 

produced in the same way, for in that case no distinction 
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between valid and invalid cognition can be made. Invalid 

cognition is generated by some detrimental factors which are 

the creat'ion of ajnana or nescience in the exercise of its 

capacity as avaraga and Vik~epa {Concealment and projection). 

It appears that while Sankhya contention that validity 

of cognition is intrinsic is acceptable, the other half of 

the Sankhya contention, namely, the invalidity of cognition 

is also intrinsic is simply to be rejected out of hand. The 

reason for this rejection is not far to see. While validity 

and truth may safely be ascribed to reality, invalidity and 

error cannot be allowed to adumbrate the reality. To do so~ 

to deny that reality is reality, Buddhi, Ahankara and the 

senses, taken together are called •ci~~a• in Yoga and this 

buddhi is always undergoing incessant changes like the 

light of a lamp (Pradipa sikhavat). It is mainly made up of 

•sattva• element which is capable of reflecting puru~a who 

is of the nature of sel~luminous consciousness. Buddhi is 

ince~antly moulding itself from one content to another. 

This reflection of Purusa in buddhi and counter-reflection . 
of buddhi in purusa constitute the content of the buddhi 

• 

which is interpreted as the experiences of the person. 

According to Vijnanaviksu, caitanya or consciousness . 
is reflected in buddhi and this reflection of caitanya in 

buddhi in its turn is reflected back in caitanya or con-
E> 

sciousness contituting knowledge in the ordinary sense of 
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the term. This account substantially differs from the 

account given by vacaspati Misra in Sankhya Tattakaumudi. 

According vacaspati, buddhi, being constituted by sattva 

gu~a alone, is capable of reflecting caitanya or conscious

ness and when consciousness is so reflected it constitutes 

the knowledge in the ordinary sense of the term. vacaspati '.s. 

view attaches much importance to the Sankhya view that 

purusa is of the nature of consciousness and is asanga or 
• 

unrelated and so is independent and as such is unmodified 

and unmodifiable (aparinami). So cognition in the sense of 

being a janyapadartha or category having origination and 

destruction, cannot be aparinami and therefore, cannot be 

of the nature of consciousness. But this view renders 

cognition in the ordinary sense into a product of Prakrti 
• 

or the primal matter and so cognition is basically bereft 

of consciousness. This consequence appears to be 

unacceptable even to the carvakas and the same is true of 

vij~anvik~u. To avoid this eventuality vijnanavik~u 

postulated the re-reflection of caitanya-reflected buddhi 

into consciousness or caitanya and this, according to him, 

constitutes cognition in this ordinary sense of the term. 

But this view errs by going into the other extreme. What 

the moot point is, how are we to explain the genesis and 

anihilation of cognition in the ordinary sense of the term 

within the fold of sankhya epistemology ? This remains 
,.., 

unexplained inspite of Vijnanavik~u. For either the 
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re-reflection in consciousness is a real modification of 

consciousness or it is apparent. If it is a real modifica-

tion of caitanya or consciousness, caitanya or consciousness 

cannot be held to be aparinami or unchangeable. If it is 

held to be an apparent modification, then ordinary cogni-

tion is nothing but an illusion having no value and 

validity. But to Vij~anvik~u this also is not acceptable. 

For ordinary cognition as knowledge is not qualitatively 

different from TUriya-jnana or absolute knowledge achieved 

by the Ml.kta or liberated self. 

1. 7. Whether the Indian Views of ~ception Exhibit Anz. 
Pattern --

From the previous discussion it is found that the 

philosophers are at variance as to the nature of knowledge. 

Again, they hold different views with regard to the means 

or ways of knowledge. The carvaka philOSOphers hold the 

view that perception is the only source of knowledge. The 

VciiSe~ika and the Bauddha philosophers take perception and 

inference as the two different sources of knowledge. sankhya 

philosophers admit three sources of knowledge, viz. percep

tion, inference, and Testimony. According to Naiyayikas, 

there are four sources of knowledge, viz. (i) Perception 

(2) Inference (3) Testimony and (4) Comparison. The 

Prabhakara Mimansakas admit arthapatti (presumption) in '. 
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addition to Naiyayikas • four sources. Again, Bhatta Miman-.. 
sakas & Advaita vedantins admit one more viz. anupalabdhi 

(Non-apprehension) in addition to the other five. The 

Pauranikas added two more, viz. inclusion (sambhava) and 

tradition (aitihya). In this connection, I like to quote 

Karl Potter : "The carvakas accept one pramar;a, perception. 

Kanada and Sugata (i.e., the Buddha) accept in addition 

inference. Sankhya adds verbal authority (sabda), as do 

some Naiyayikas whereas other Naiyayikas add comparison 

(Upamana) as well. Prabhakara adds presumption (arthapatti) 

to these, and the B~~~as and vedantins add negation 

(abhava) as well as presumption. The Pauranikas add to 

these inclusion (sambhava) and tradition (aitihya)9,~ 

Knowledge can be divided into two kinds viz. (a) direct 

knowledge and (b) indirect knowledge. 

The knowledge which can be attained without the help 

of any other knowledge is called direct knowledge or 

sak~atjnana; indirect knowledge is that knowledge which can 

be attained by means of previous knowledge. Direct know-

ledge is nothing but perceptual knowledge. According to 

some thinkers, indirect knowledge is nothing but inferential 

knowledge. The vais'~ikas and the Bauddhas hold the view 

that indirect knowledge is inferential. But there are some 

thinkers who include inference, testimoney, comparison, 

presumption and non apprehension under indirect knowledge. 
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Direct cognition or perception is the primary source 

of knowledge. It is the ba~ic knowledge because other types 

of cognition depend on perception and without it other forms 

of knowledge will of course not be possible at all. 

There is influence of perception over other types of 

cognition and as such we may say that perception is the 

basic source of knowledge. To show this we like to quote 

a few lines which run thus : 

II ... Perception provides the raw material out of which 

thought products are forged... • Thought products in gene-

ral are the results of previous perceptual impressions 

organized into arrangements, and the form of these arrange-

ments is provided either by the original perceptual content 

or by relationships abstracted from other perceptual 

contents 1110 • 

Before taking up other discussion we like to raise a 

question : Is there any pattern in the welter of the Indian 

views on perception ? 

The answer, we believe, can be given in the affirmative. 

We venture to suggest the following answer. 

Let us take the concrete case of knowledge situation, 

11 I see a rose 11 • This is a case of visual perception and 

perception being a kind of knowledge it is a case of 

knowledge (perceptual knowledge). If we analyse this 

knowledge situation we find the following factors which may 
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be found to constitute the said knowledge situation. There 

is, for example, the subject who knows or the knower, and 

the Object of knowledge which is known and somehow these two 

factors or constituents of knowledge are related by a rela

tion to each other which is expressed by the use of the 

prepositional word 'of'. 

At once a number of questions crops up. First, what 

is the nature of the subject ? Is it a fleeting mementary 

state of consciousness ? or is it a substance which has 

knowledge as one of its attributes and which is non-mate

rial in nature ? Or is it ag~in something which is not 

describable either as material or as non-material i.e. 

vlhich may be regarded as other than the material and the 

non-material having consciousness or knowledge as one of 

its properties ? The -different Indian theories Of percep

tion can be arranged in a gradation in the light of the 

answer which they respectively give to these questions. 

The reply of the carvaka is that the knower is the 

living physical body having consciousness as one of its 

attributes. This account will be found very familiar to 

one who is acquainted with the Marxist theory of mind. It 

is objective materialism in its extreme form. Mind is an 

emergent property of matter when it reaches through 

dialectical process of evolution a certain critical state 

of corrplexity. Next comes the answer of the Naiyayikas. 
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The knower is a dravya or substance which has consciousness 

or knowledge as one of its inessential properties. Here, 

again the knower is an objective substance but unlike the 

knower or the subject of the Carvakas, it is not a material 

substance. Still it has affinity with the view of the 

carvaka as it also holds that consciousness for this sub

stance is not an essential property. 

Now comes the Ramanujists. According to them, the 

knower is a non-material substance which has consciousness 

or knowledge as one of its essential properties. This view 

has the affinity with the view of the Naiyayikas in its 

contention that the knower is a non-material substance while 

it significantly differs from the contention of the Naiya

yikas with regard to its subscribing to the view that 

consciousness or knowledge is the essential property of the 

knower. 

Then come the views of the Mimansakas and the Jainas. 

According to them, consciousness or knowledge is an inherent 

quality of the knower who is a non-material or spiritual 

substance. This view, thus, is almost a restatement of the 

view of the Ramanujists. 

Then comes the view of the sankhya. According to the 

proponents of the sankhya view, the knower is not a non . 

-material or spiritual substance having consciousness as its 

essential attribute. Rather knower is consciousness and 
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consciousness is knower. The relation that obtains between 

knower and consciousness is a relation of identity and not 

a substantive-attributive relation. Nevertheless there are 

many consciousnesses as there are many knowers although 

between one consciousness and another no distinction as 

consciousness can be made because of the absence of any 

ultimate differentia like the visesa of the Naiyayikas to 

distinguish one entitative existence from another. 

Now comes the view of the advaita Vedantins. They hold 

that there is only consciousness which is non-different from 

knowledge and with regard to which the imposition of the 

distinction of knower, knowledge and known are illusory 

imposition determining illusorily that which is by its very 

nature undetermined and undifferenced. Hence, knowledge in 

the ultimate sense of the term is the self-luminous 

consciousness or caitanya which is bereft of all distinc

tions including the distinction of the knower, knowledge and 

known object. 

Thus, we started from an extreme uncompromising 

objectivism as it is found in the Carvakas and ends with an 

extreme uncompromising subjectivism which does not brook any 

distinction even within the subject lest the admission of 

the distinction taints and pollutes the purity of undiffe

renced consciousness which is, in their opinion, knowledge 

in the true sense of the term. 
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